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Abstract. DIAPLAN is a language for programming with graphs representing diagrams that is currently being

developed. The computational model of the languages, nested graph transformation, supports nested structuring of

graphs, and graph variables, but is—hopefully—still intuitive. This paper is about structural typing of nested graphs and

nested graph transformation systems by shape rules. We extend the context-free shape rules proposed in earlier work to

context-exploiting shape rules by which many relevant graph structures can be specified. The conformance of a nested

graph to shape rules is decidable. If a transformation system conforms to shape rules as well, it can be shown to preserve

shape conformance of the graphs it is applied to. This sets up a static type discipline for nested graph transformation.
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1. Introduction

DIAGEN1 is a tool for generating diagram editors that respect the syntax of particular diagram
languages. Editors generated with DIAGEN work as follows:

� A drawing tool makes free-hand editing of diagrams possible, by arranging diagram prim-
itives like boxes, circles, lines, and text on a drawing pane. The set of available primitives
depends on the particular diagram language.

� A scanner analyses the spatial relationships of diagram primitives, and reduces them to dia-
gram symbols, like assignments and branches in a control flow diagram.

� Finally, a parser checks whether the diagram symbols are related according to the syntax of
the diagram language, and produces a derivation structure.

DIAGEN relies on graphs and graph transformation for specifying diagram languages:
graphs represent diagrams, the scanner is specified by graph transformation rules, and the syntax
of diagrams is specified by graph grammars (see [19] for details). Case studies with editors for
control flow diagrams, Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams, message sequence charts, state charts, and

�

see the DIAGEN homepage http://www2.cs.fau.de/DiaGen/
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2 Context-Exploiting Shapes for Diagram Transformation

UML class diagrams indicate that the syntax of practically every kind of diagram language—also
of design languages in a more general sense—can be implemented with DIAGEN.

DIAGEN shall now be complemented by DIAPLAN, a diagrammatic, rule-based language
for programming the semantics of diagram languages, e.g. by animating their behavior, or by
transforming them into canonical forms. DIAPLAN is based on nested graphs wherein edges
may contain graphs in a nested way (see [17]), and on a rather expressive way of graph transfor-
mation rules where graph variables are used to match, delete, or duplicate subgraphs of arbitrary
size [13]. This should make DIAPLAN convenient for developing specialized design tools, but
does not restrict it to this purpose. In contrast to standard textual languages, its level of abstrac-
tion and its underlying computing paradigm fit the requirements of design tools very nicely.

A central requirement for modern high-level programming languages is the availability of
user-defined data types and type checking facilities. The term shape analysis has come into use
for inferring invariants for the graph-like pointer structures occurring in imperative programs
[8]. In DIAPLAN, we use the term shape for graph data types specified by graph grammars.

This work extends a result of [13] concerning shaped transformations
�������

where the
nested graphs

���	�
and the transformation rules 
 conform to shape rules. Shape rules provide

a static shape discipline for transformation sequences
����� �

: Once the input graph
�

of
such a sequence conforms to the shape rules, this holds for its result graph

�
as well. Hence,

if shape conformance can be decided for nested graphs and transformation rules, runtime shape
checks (of the intermediate graphs in transformation sequences) are not necessary. In [13],
shape conformance is shown for context-free shape rules. Even if these rules can specify rather
involved shapes, like that of structured control flow diagrams, they fail to cover certain other
natural and practically important diagram languages. In this paper, we will therefore introduce
context-exploiting shape rules, which allow us to define substantially more involved shapes. As
an example, we specify the shape of general control flow diagrams (of “spaghetti code”) which
is not context -ree. As conformance to context-exploiting shape rules can be decided by an
extension of the parsing algorithm employed in DIAGEN, the shape discipline remains static.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We recall basic concepts of graph transfor-
mation in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce context-exploiting shapes as a generalization
of context-free shapes. Afterwards, we recall nested graph transformation (in Section 4) and
demonstrate that shape rules set up a static type discipline for nested graph transformation (in
Section 5). We conclude with some remarks on related and future work, in Section 6.

2. Graphs and their Transformation

In this section we recall a notion of graphs and of graph transformation that has proved to be
useful for diagram representation and manipulation in the DIAGEN system [19].

Graphs. Our notion of graphs is rather general: edges may connect any number of nodes,
not just two, and graphs have a sequence of interface nodes at which they may be glued together.
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Fig. 1. Two graphs

Such graphs are known as pointed directed edge-labelled hypergraphs [5].
More precisely, let � be a ranked alphabet where every symbol ����� comes with an arity������� � � � �"!$# . The class % of graphs over � consists of sixtuples

�'&)(�* �,+ �.- �0/21 +'3 � � �0�.�41 +)35* � � � � * �76 2

with finite sets
*

of nodes and
+

of edges, where every edge 89� +
has a labelling

- �0/ � 8 � and a
sequence �0�.� � 8 � of �0�,��� � � - ��/ � 8 ��� attached nodes, and where � designates a sequence of interface
nodes which are called points. The size of

�
is defined as : � : & : * :<;=: + : . Nodes of

�
that are

not points are called inner nodes. The length of � defines the arity of
�

. To avoid unnecessary
technicalities, we adopt the natural and practically harmless restriction that � does not contain
repetitions, and that the same holds for the attached node �0�.� � 8 � of every edge 8>� +

. In cases
where the components of a graph

�
are not explicitly named, we shall denote them by

*@?
,
+A?

,- �0/ ?
, �B��� ? , and � ?

respectively.
An isomorphism C 1 �D3 �

between graphs
�

and
�

is a pair � CFE � CHG � of bijective
mappings CJI 1@K ? 3 KML and CJG 1 + ? 3 + ?

with � L & CNE �O� ? � , - �0/4L � CJG � 8 ��� &
- �0/ ? � 8 � , and �B�.� L � C G � 8 ��� & C E � �B��� ? � 8 ��� for all 8$� +P?

.
�

and
�

are then said to be
isomorphic,

�RQ& �
. We write

�TS �
if
�

is a subgraph of
�

, i.e. if
�

’s nodes, edges,
attachment function, and label function are contained in those of

�
. (Points are irrelevant for

this relation.)
By

( � 6 we denote the handle graph of a label � . It consists of a edge 8 that is labelled with
� and attached to ������� � � � � points, i.e.,

*VUOW�X9&ZY7[]\ �_^_^7^ �.[�`ba
and

+9UOW�X9&ZY 8 a where �B��� U�W�X � 8 � &
� UOW�Xc&'[]\ed_d_d�[�`

and f & ������� � � � � . An edge 8 is qualified as a f -ary � -edge if it has f attached
nodes and label � . In addition to these definitions, we use

�=g 8 to denote the graph obtained by
removing the edge 8 from

�
.

Example 2.1 (Graphs). Figure 2.1 shows two graphs. Nodes of these graphs represent
states of imperative programs. They are drawn as circles while edges are drawn as boxes. Unaryhjilk

denotes the set of sequences over some set
i

. The empty sequence is denoted by m . The canonical extension of
a function npo iJq)r

to a function n@o ilkeq)rsk
is denoted by n as well.
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Fig. 2. A rule (on the left) and a step (on the right) transforming control flow graphs



-edges designate start states of programs. The remaining edges represent execution steps:

small squares represent skips (neutral steps), rectangles represent assignments, rectangles with
vertical stripes represent procedure calls, and diamonds represent branches; branches are ternary
while the other three edge types are binary. An arrow points to a step from its predecessor state;
lines link it to successor states. The true and false successors of branches are distinguished by
attaching � and � to them. Finally, points are designated by filled circles. The graph on the left
hand side has two of them (intuitively representing the states where the execution enters resp.
leaves the diagram) while the other one has none. 

Transformation. We define a rather elementary way of graph transformation that is a simple
case of the algebraic theory of graph transformation [1].

A (transformation) rule � &������
consists of two graphs

�
and

�
with the same number of

points. The rule can be applied to a graph
�

if
� Q&���

for some subgraph
�� S �

such that no
edge in

+ ?�� +��� is attached to an inner node of
��

and no point of
�

is an inner node of
��
. In this

case, the rule transforms
�

to the graph
�

, written
� ��� �

, which is obtained by removing
all edges and inner nodes in

��
from

�
, disjointly adding a fresh copy

���
of

�
, and identifying

every point of
���

with the respective point of
��

in the remainder of
�

. The points of
���

loose
their special status during this operation.

A finite set 
 of transformation rules transforms
�

directly to
�

, written
� � � �

, if� � � �
for some �2� 
 . If

� & �� � � �M\ed_d7d � � ��! Q& �
for some " !=# , we say that 


transforms
�

to
�

, written
� � �� �

.

Example 2.2 (Control Flow Graph Transformation). The rule #%$&$(' shown on the left
hand side of Figure 2 transforms loops with a body consisting of a single assignment; the right
hand side shows a transformation step using #)$*$	' . 
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3. Shapes

We have defined graph transformation for arbitrary graphs over � , although the graphs that
should actually occur have a particular structure, which we call a shape. For example, the graph
on the right hand side of Figure 1 is no “admissible” control flow graph of a sequential program:
it has two start states (not one), no stop state, and the left start state is nondeterministic as it is
the predecessor of two assignment steps.

Graph transformation itself can be used to define the shape of graphs, like Chomsky gram-
mars define the syntax of string languages. For this, let K be a ranked alphabet of nonterminals
disjoint with the alphabet � . A graph transformation rule

� ���
used to define a shape is called a

shape rule and is written
� 1 1 & �

, similar to string grammar rules.
Let
�

be a finite set of shape rules. We write
��� � 1 " if

�
transforms the handle graph( " 6

of some nonterminal " � K into
�

, i.e. if
( " 6 ���� � . For each " � K , the set of all graphs�

with
��� � 1 " is called a shape defined by

�
. Note that the shapes defined in this way need

not be disjoint: More than one nonterminal " may satisfy
��� � 1 " . By definition, all graphs

of a shape have the same arity, namely the arity of the respective nonterminal " .
By representing a string �

\Vd7d_d
�
!

as a binary chain graph whose edges are labelled with
�
\ �_^_^7^ �

�
!

, every type-0 Chomsky grammar can be simulated by a set of graph transformation
rules. Hence, all recursively enumerable string languages (represented as graph languages) are
shapes in the sense defined above, which in particular means that shapedness cannot be decided
in general. So we must restrict rules in order to make membership decidable. We first recall the
context-free shapes proposed in [13].

Context-Free Shapes. A shape rule
� 1 1 & �

is context-free (CF, for short) if its left hand
side

�
is the handle graph

( " 6
of a nonterminal " . A set

�
of shape rules is CF if each of its

rules is CF. The shapes defined by
�

are then said to be CF shapes.

Example 3.1 (CF Shape Rules for Structured Control Flow Graphs). Figure 3 shows a
set of CF rules defining the shape of structured control flow graphs. The handle graph

(	� 6
de-

rives all control flow graphs with a single start state (distinguished by attaching a unary edge
labelled



to it) where every execution step lies on a path from the start to the stop state, without

nondeterministic control flow as on the right hand side of Figure 1. Each control flow graph
is built over assignments 
 1 & 8 , procedure calls �V� � , and skips (neutral state transitions) by
sequential composition, conditional statement, pre-checked, and post-checked loop. In this ex-
ample,

�
and � are the only nonterminals. As usual, we write

(
�
6 1�1 & � \ : d_d7d : � ! to abbreviate

several rules
(
�
6 1 1 & � \ �7^_^7^ �7(

�
6 1 1 & � !

for the same left hand side. 
CF shape rules specify hyperedge replacement, which derives a well-studied class of context-

free graph languages (see [2, 5] for details). Such rules allow the user to define recursive alge-
braic data types of functional and logical languages, and sophisticated pointer structures like
cyclic lists, or leaf-connected trees, which cannot be defined in the type systems employed in
imperative languages (see [7]). Membership in these languages is decidable:
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6 Context-Exploiting Shapes for Diagram Transformation
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Fig. 3. Context-free shape rules for structured control flow graphs

Fact 3.1 (see [5, Section 2.7]). The question “
� � � 1 " ?” is decidable for CF sets

�
of

shape rules.

As described in [5], we can represent a context-free derivation
( " 6 ��� � by its derivation

tree, which thus represents the syntactic structure of
�

. Such derivation trees are constructed
by context-free parsers [9, 6]. Derivation trees of a given graph need not be unique; similar to
the string case,

�
may be ambiguous. In a structured control flow graph, for instance, every

sequential composition of more than two subdiagrams has more than one derivation tree.
The context-free parser in the DIAGEN system is a Cocke-Younger-Kasami parser that has

been extended to hyperedge replacement grammars. It creates all derivation trees for any sub-
graph of

�
(and therefore the set of all derivation trees of

�
if the rules are ambiguous) in

a bottom-up process by successively creating levels
� \ ����� �7^_^7^ ��� !

where " is the number of
edges of

�
. Each

���
of those levels is a set containing those nonterminally labelled handle graphs

which can be derived to a subgraph of
�

consisting of 	 edges. In general, the DIAGEN parser,
therefore, has an exponential time complexity. However, experience has shown that graph lan-
guages representing visual languages can usually be parsed efficiently, i.e. in polynomial time,
if
�

is chosen carefully. Efficiency is further increased by preprocessing (i.e., lexical analysis)
of the graph prior to parsing and by supporting graph transformation rules with additional pars-
ing hints (e.g., application conditions which impose an ordering of edges, e.g., for preventing
ambiguity). Further work must investigate whether these approaches also can help increase the
parsing efficiency for shape rules.

Shapes defined by CF shape rules have a very rigid local structure as a nonterminal edge
is attached to a fixed number of nodes depending on the arity of the nonterminal. When the

Machine GRAPHICS & VISION vol.2, no.4, 1993, pp.1-15
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� 1 1 & d_d7d
(see Fig. 3)

: �
� 	�� : ��

	
�

� 1�1 & �

Fig. 4. Context-exploiting set of shape rules for general control flow graphs

derivation is continued, no edges can be established that link an inner node of the subgraph
derived from that edge to a node outside this subgraph. This limits the generative power of CF
shape rules (see also the proof of Theorem 3.1 below). Consequently, certain interesting shapes
fail to be context-free. As a remedy, we devise context-exploiting shape rules. These extend CF
shape rules, but for reasons of decidability we restrict them to the monotonic case (see condition
(b) in the definition below).

Context-Exploiting Shapes. A context-exploiting shape rule (CE shape rule, for short) is a
shape rule

� 1�1 & �
such that

(a)
� g 8 S��

for some edge 8 � + � , where � � & ��� , and
(b) : � : ! : � : .
A set

�
of shape rules is CE if each of its rules is CE. Each of the shapes defined by

�
is then

called a CE shape.
Hence, a CE shape rule replaces a single nonterminal edge 8 , but the edges of the replacing

graph can be attached to nodes in the context
��g 8 of 8 . Condition (b) ensures that derivations

are monotonic—the size of graphs cannot shrink during a derivation.

Example 3.2 (CE Shape Rules for General Control Flow Graphs). In Figure 4 we ex-
tend the CF shape rules of Example 3.1 to a CE set of shape rules for general control flow
graphs (i.e., allowing for the description of “spaghetti code”). The additional rules for � intro-
duce branches where nonterminals � indicate places where jumps occur. The CE shape rule for
� introduces such a jump. 

We now show that the class of CE shapes is a proper superset of the class of CF shapes.
Strictly speaking, the monotonicity requirement forces us to exclude graphs consisting of points
only. Formally, for fH��� , let

( 6 ` & ( Y7[ \ �_^7^_^ ��[ ` a ��� ��- ��/ � �B��� �.[ \ d_d_d�[ ` 6
, where

- �0/ and �B��� are
the empty mappings. For a shape 	 of graphs of arity f let 	�
 & 	 � Yb( 6 ` a

, and for a class � of
shapes, �
 & Y 	�
 :�	 ��� a

.

Theorem 3.1. � 
CF � � CE, where � CF and � CE are the classes of CF resp. CE shapes.

Proof. Let us first argue that 	�
 is a CE shape for every CF shape 	 . By definition of CE
shape rules, every CF shape rule

� 1 1 & �
is a CE shape rule unless

� & ( 6 `
for some f ��� .

However, it is shown in [2, Theorem IV.1.5] that 	 
 is CF if 	 is CF, and that it can be defined

Machine GRAPHICS & VISION vol.2, no.4, 1993, pp.1-15



8 Context-Exploiting Shapes for Diagram Transformation

� 1 1 & � � � �
� 1 1 & � �
� 1 1 &

Fig. 5. Rules driving all nonempty directed graphs from a nonterminal � .

without using this kind of rules. Hence, 	 
 is CE.
Now, consider the CE set of shape rules in Figure 5. Obviously, the set of all nonempty

directed graphs of arity # (without loops) can be derived from
(
�
6
. However, it is well known

that this shape is not CF (see, e.g., [2, Theorem IV.3.3]), which proves the theorem.

In fact, the CE shape of general control flow graphs of Example 3.2 is another one that is
not CF. This can be verified by observing that the bandwidth of these graphs is not uniformly
bounded whereas this is the case for every CF shape (see [2, Summary V.2.6]).

The monotonicity of CE shape rules makes it easy to prove that CE shapes are decidable:

Theorem 3.2. The question “
��� � 1 " ?” is decidable for CE sets

�
of shape rules.

Proof. By the definition of CE shape rules,
� � � � implies : � : ! : � : . Consequently,� � � 1 " can be checked using a variant of the well-known membership test for monotonic

Chomsky grammars: By a depth-first search one simply generates the finite set of graphs
��

such
that

( " 6 � �� ��
and : �� : � : � : . This search terminates because a derivation can be pruned as

soon as the derived graph is larger than
�

or has been encountered earlier in the derivation.

This procedure for deciding
( " 6 � �� � is of course inefficient. However, the DIAGEN parser

for hyperedge replacement grammars can easily be extended to CE sets of shape rules, such that
the resulting parser, hopefully, is efficient in practical cases:

Algorithm sketch. Let
�

be the graph that is going to be checked by this parser,
�

be a CE
set of shape rules, and

����� S �
its maximal subset of shape rules which are not CF. Without

loss of generality, each of these non-CF shape rules � � ����� is of the form
���Pg 8 � Q& ��� g 8 ��

for some edges 8 � � + �
	 and 8 �� � + � 	 which are called deleted resp. created edges of �
(otherwise, suitable CF shape rules have to be added beforehand). For the purpose of parsing,
we define a corresponding CF shape rule � � 1 ( " � 6 1�1 & � �

of � by replacing the left hand side
of � by the handle graph of a fresh nonterminal label " � , called CF label of � . We transform the
set
�

of CE shape rules to a corresponding set
� �

of CF shape rules by replacing each non-CF
shape rule by its corresponding CF one, i.e.,

� � & ��� Y � � : � � � �� a � � ���
. Using

� �
,

the graph
�

is then processed by the DIAGEN parser that creates the levels
�P\ ��� � �7^_^_^ ��� !

(see
page 6.) Levels are then searched for occurrences of handle graphs with CF labels. For each
shape rule � � ���� and for each occurrence

( " � 6 with its CF label " � , we can conclude:
( " � 6

indicates that the right hand side of rule � can be derived to a subgraph of
�

.
( " � 6 refers to a

Machine GRAPHICS & VISION vol.2, no.4, 1993, pp.1-15
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handle graph
( 8 �� 6 containing the created edge 8 �� of rule � .

( 8 �� 6 belongs to one of the levels,
say

���
. Moreover, the levels contain handle graphs of the other edges of the right hand side of

rule � . We then add a new handle graph
( 8 � 6 containing the deleted edge 8 � of rule � to the same

level
���

and add references to
( 8 �� 6 as well as to the other handle graphs of the right hand side of

rule � . The DIAGEN parser is then used to update the sets
����� \ ������� � �7^_^_^ ��� !

. We iterate the
process of searching for new occurrences of handle graphs with CF labels, extending the levels,
and running the DIAGEN parser as long as levels are modified. Finally, the information in the
resulting levels together with the added references are used to create derivations in a top-down
fashion. 

4. Nested Graph Transformation

Although graph transformation as defined in Section 2 is computationally complete, it needs to
be extended in order to be adequate for programming with graphs and diagrams:

� Graphs need a structuring concept so that they can be composed and decomposed like data
structures in programming languages.

� Rules need a mechanism by which subcomponents can be moved, deleted, and duplicated.

Therefore we allow that graphs can be nested, and that rules may contain variables that bind
arbitrary nested subgraphs. In contrast to notions of hierarchical graphs that are used for system
modeling [12], our nesting concept is compositional: it forbids edges between components so
that component assignment is possible.

Nested Graphs. As defined below, a nested graph is a tree of graphs called packages.
Although put in a different way, this definition is equivalent to that in [13].

In the following, let � be an alphabet of variable names that is disjoint with � � K . An edge
labelled with a variable name is called a variable. Let % denote the set of all graphs with edge
labels in � � K � � . A nested graph is a mapping

� 1�� 3 % such that
� � is a prefix-closed3 set of locations, each location being a finite sequence of edges, and
� for every edge 8 and every location 	P89� � it holds that 8 � + ?�
���

and
- �0/ ?�
��� � 8 � � � .

For every location 	 � � ,
� � 	 � is called the package at location 	 . The locations of a nested

graphs
�

are often denoted by � ?
. The nested graph

��� 	 1�� � 3 % is the component of
�

at
location 	)� � , where � � & Y 	 � :�	�	 � � � a

and � ��� 	 �_� 	 � � & � � 	�	 � � for all 	 � � � �
.

Nested graphs
�

and
�

are isomorphic, written
� Q& �

, if there is an isomorphism
C 1 � ����� 3�� ����� such that, for every 8M� + ?�
����� � ?

,
��� 8 Q& � � CHG � 8 � .

Example 4.1 (Nested Control Flow Graphs). The control flow graphs of Example 2.2 can
be extended by designating call edges to contain control flow graphs, recursively. Figure 7 below
shows three nested control flow graphs. Components are drawn inside the boxes of the edges
containing them. 

�
A set ����� k

of sequences over some set � is prefix-closed if for all ��� � �"! � k
, �#� �"! � implies � ! � .

Machine GRAPHICS & VISION vol.2, no.4, 1993, pp.1-15



10 Context-Exploiting Shapes for Diagram Transformation

Variable Replacement. The transformation of nested graphs is based on the notion of re-
placing variable edges by graphs. For this, let

�
,
�

be nested graphs such that some package� � 	 � at location 	 � � ?
contains a variable edge 8 with �0�,�O� � � - ��/ ?�
��� � 8 �.� & �0�,�O� � � � � .

The replacement of 8 by
�

is written
��� 	c8 � ��� ; it yields the nested graph

���
with � ?�� &

� ? � Y 	�	 � :�	 � � � L a
whose packages are given as follows:

� for all 	 � � � � ? � Y 	 a
,
��� � 	 � � � & � � 	 � � � ,

�
��� � 	 � is obtained from

� � 	 � by applying the CF rule
( - �0/ ? � 8 � 6 1 1 & � to 8 , and

� for all 	 � � & 	�	 � � � ?��
with 	 ���& � ,

��� � 	 � � � & � � 	 � � .
A function � 1 � 3
	

is a substitution if it maps variable names to nested graphs with
the same arity. The instantiation of a nested graph

�
according to � is obtained by replacing

each variable 8 � + ?�
���
( 	 � � ?

) by the graph � � - ��/ ?�� � � 8 �.� ; the resulting instance graph is
denoted by

� � .
A nested graph  with a single variable 89� + ?�
���

(with 	 � � ?
) is called a context.

Graph Transformation. Using the notions summarized above, transformation rules and
steps can be defined similar to term rewriting [3]. In doing so, it seems sensible to apply a similar
restriction as for the rules of a term rewrite system: Only variable names from the left hand side
are allowed to occur in the right hand side because otherwise arbitrary substructures would be
created “out of thin air”. (Further restrictions of the use of variables in transformation rules,
which are made in [16] for the efficient construction of transformation steps, are not relevant in
this paper and are therefore omitted here.)

A nested transformation rule � & �����
consists of two nested graphs

�
and

�
of the same

arity such that only variable names from
�

occur in the right hand side
�

. Then � transforms
a graph

�
into another graph

�
, written

� � � �
, if

�
and

�
can be instantiated with a

substitution � , and embedded into some context  so that
� Q&  � � � � and

� Q&  � � � � .
Example 4.2 (Control Flow Graph Transformation). In Figure 6 we extend the rule #)$*$	'

of Example 2.2 so that it applies to any kind of loop body (i.e., by instantiating the variable�
). In addition, the rule ����� $�#�� unfolds the body of a procedure call. Figure 7 shows two

transformations of a control flow graph using #)$*$	' and ����� $ #�� . The context  for the first step

�

�
� 	

3�������

�
�

����
	




� 3
����� �����

�

Fig. 6. Rules for general loop transformation and for unfolding procedures
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�


�	��
	

�9� ��� �

� � ��� � �




�� ���

���
� 	

��������

�


�	��
	

�9� ��� �

� � ��� � �




�� ���
� � ���

��
	

�
� � � �����

�


� ��
	

�9� ��� � �� ���
�� ���

� � ��� � � ��
	

Fig. 7. Two transformation steps

has packages  � �0� & � � ��� and  ���H& (�� 6
(where � ? & ��� &'Y � �	��a

, and
(
� 6

is the handle
graph of a binary variable named

�
), and the substitution maps

�
to

(

 1 & 8 6 . The context for

the second step equals
��� � ��(
� 6 �

, and the substitution instantiates
�

to
� ���

.
Let #%$&$('�

\
and ����� $�# ���

\
be obtained by interchanging the sides in rules #)$*$	' and ����� $�#�� .

Then ����� $ #����
\

is a very general rule that can always be applied, to fold any control flow graph
with a single entry and exit to a procedure call; #)$&$(' �

\
is a transformation rule that could trans-

form
�

back to
�

.
Note that a single graph transformation may affect arbitrarily large subgraphs of the host

graph. Every application of #%$&$(' duplicates the subgraph bound to the variable name
�

. Simi-
larly, a rule deletes the subgraph bound to a variable name in its left hand side if that name does
not occur in its right hand side. And, a rule may require to compare arbitrarily large subgraphs:
the rule #)$*$	'��

\
applies only to a host graph like

�
, where both

�
-variables on its left hand side

match isomorphic subgraphs.


5. Shapely Nested Graph Transformation

Nested graph transformation is defined for arbitrary nested graphs, although the graphs that
actually occur have particular properties. Now we use the shape rules of Section 3 to impose a
structural typing on transformations. For this, we employ the following assumptions.
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Assumption 5.1 (Shapes for Nested Graphs). In the remainder of this paper, we consider
a finite CE set

�
of shape rules. We assume furthermore that the alphabets � and � are equipped

with the following shape specifications:
1. every variable name 
 � � comes with a substitution shape ��� /�� � � ���	� � 
 � � K such that�0�,��� � � 
 � & �0�,��� � � �
� /�� � � ���	� � 
 ��� , and
2. every label �e�J� comes with a contents shape � � � � � � ���� � � � � K .

The shape graph � ��� of a graph
�

is the graph obtained by relabelling every variable 8 in
�

by
the corresponding substitution shape ��� /�� � � ���� � - �0/ ? � 8 �.� . Below, shapedness of nested graphs
is defined packagewise. If 	P8 is a location then the contents shape of (the label of) 8 determines
the shape of the package

� � 	P8 � . Thus, a nested graph is shaped if all its individual packages
are shaped. This makes it rather straightforward to extend notions and results from the previous
sections to shaped nested graphs.

A nested graph
�

is shaped according to some nonterminal "F� K , written
��� � 1 " , if

�
��� � � ����� � 1 " for the root package

� ����� , and
� for all 	P8 � � ?

, the graph
� � 	P8 � satisfies

��� � � � 	P8 � � 1 � � � � � � ���� � - �0/ ?�
��� � 8 �.� .
General Conformance of Transformations to Shapes. Given the powerful mechanisms to

specify context-free or context-exploiting shapes, we turn to the question whether sets of graph
transformation rules preserve the shapes of graphs. As shown by Fradet and LeMétayer in [7,
Section 4.1] (even for CF shape rules, graphs without nesting, and rules without variables), this
question cannot be decided:

Fact 5.1. Given a CE set of shape rules
�

and a nested transformation rule � as input, the
following property is undecidable in general:

Does
� � � 1 " hold for all nested graphs

��� �
with

��� � 1 " and
� � � �

?

To overcome this problem, we now refine nested transformation rules, context embedding,
and rule instantiation in such a way that it preserves shapes.

Shapely Transformation. A variable replacement
��� 	P8 � ��� with components as above is

shaped if
��� � ��� 1 " for some " � K and

� � � ��� 1 ��� /�� � � ���� � - �0/ ?�
��� � 8 ��� . As a rather
direct consequence of these definitions, we get the following lemma, which we state without the
straightforward proof.

Lemma 5.1.
� � � 1 " and

��� � 1 �
� /�� � � ���	� � - ��/ ?�
��� � 8 ��� implies
��� ��� 	P8 � ��� 1 " .

A context  is called an " -context if
� �  1 " � for some " � � K and the unique variable

8M� + ?�
���
( 	 � � � ) satisfies �
� /�� � � ���� � - ��/ ?�
��� � 8 �.� & " . (Note that in general, " �& " � .)

A substitution � is shaped if
� � � � 
 � 1 ��� /�� � � ���� � 
 � for all 
'� � . A nested trans-

formation rule � & � ���
is shaped if

�
and

�
are shaped by the same nonterminal, say " .

Then � transforms a nested graph
�

into another nested graph
�

, written
��� � �

, if
�

and
�

can be instantiated with a shaped substitution � , and embedded into some " -context  so that�'Q&  � � � � and
� Q&  � � � � .

This yields the desired theorem: The result of a shaped transformation is shaped.
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Theorem 5.1. If
� � � �

using context  with
� � � 1 " and

� �  1 " for some
nonterminal " � K , then

��� � 1 " .

Proof sketch. Lemma 5.1 implies that the instantiation of a shaped nested rule preserves
its shape, and that the embedding of that instance into a context preserves shapes as well. Thus
the step

� � � �
preserves shapes.

Altogether, shapes set up a type discipline that can be statically checked: By Theorems 3.1
and 3.2 it is possible to decide whether a set 
 of transformation rules is shaped or not. If
the rules are shaped, and a graph

�
(the “input”) has been checked to be shaped, Theorem 5.1

guarantees that every transformation sequence
���� �

will yield a shaped “output” graph
�

that—as long as contexts of the same shape as
�

are selected for each transformation step—has
the same shape as

�
. Type-checking between the steps (“at runtime”) is not necessary.

Example 5.1 (Shapely Control Flow Graph Transformations). The nested graphs in Fig-
ure 6 of Example 4.2 are shaped according to � with respect to the CF shape rules of example 3.1
resp. Figure 3 (and hence to the CE shape rules of Figure 4 as they are an extension of the CF
ones), so the rules #)$*$	' , ����� $�#�� , and #%$&$(' �

\
are shaped. The contexts of the transformations in

Figure 7 are
�

-contexts, and the matching substitutions are shaped so that the transformations
are shaped as well. 

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed structural types for nested graphs, called shapes. In particular,
we have proposed context-exploiting shapes, by which many interesting graph languages can be
specified that are relevant for diagram representation and programming with graphs. Adherence
to shapes can be checked automatically. Nested graph transformation, a rather expressive way of
graph transformation with graph variables, can be refined so that the application of shaped rules
preserves shapes. This provides a static type discipline that can be directly exploited to increase
the efficiency of diagram transformation: if the transformations used in a DIAGEN editor or a
DIAPLAN program are shaped, their results always stay in the diagram language, making type
checks at runtime obsolete.

Graph transformation often comes with some kind of typing. In typed graph grammars [4],
the label of an edge determines the labels of the nodes to which it may be incident. PRO-
GRES [11] supports multiple inheritance, and allows us to constrain the cardinality of nodes,
or the degree of incident edges of a node. Such typing is atomic as it can be easily checked
by inspecting the nodes and edges, one after the other. Labelling conditions can be checked
statically, while subtyping and cardinality constraint require dynamic checks. Structural typing
goes beyond atomic typing. We did already mention shape analysis [8] where shapes of pointer
structures like leaf-connected trees are specified implicitly, by some kind of logic. Since pro-
grams (“rules”) are not constrained, their adherence to shapes cannot be statically checked (see
Theorem 5.1), but has to be proved for every individual program.
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P. Fradet and D. LeMétayer [7] specify shapes for Structured Gamma, a rule-based language
for nondeterministic programming of multisets (which are badly disguised graphs). They give a
type checking algorithm for unrestricted rules that is sound, but necessarily incomplete.

A. Bakewell, D. Plump, and C. Runciman [15] study Church-Rosser (CR) shape rules where
the only requirement is that their application from right to left is terminating and confluent.
Thus, CR shape rules can probably describe data structures that are not CE shapes. However,
CR shapes require a proof that the rules are indeed terminating and confluent. This is not always
easy and cannot be done in an automated way, in general. Moreover, Lemma 5.1 does not hold
for CR shape rules so that it is not clear how a reasonable static type discipline can be set up for
transformation rules with variables.

Future work will address the relation of CE shapes to CR shapes. Are there practically
important CR shapes that are not CE? Is it sensible to combine the defining requirements of CR
and CE shapes? Such a combination may result in a subclass of CE shapes for which parsing
can be done more efficiently.

The implementation of context-exploiting shape rules in DIAGEN is under way. Given the
existing implementation for the case of context-free rules, this should be straightforward.

Some work remains to be done for the design of DIAPLAN. Let us just mention where the
graph model has to be extended.

� Not only for the sake of design orthogonality, we must extend the approach so that nodes
can contain packages as well. Then we can define abstractions as predicates (edges) that are
applied to graphs (node packages), in the style of [18].

� We need an attribute concept for associating nodes and edges with primitive values like num-
bers and strings. This can be easily achieved, if frames may contain “one-dimensional” values
as well as graphs. We have silently used such attributes in our running example: Assignment
edges contain strings, or, more precisely, elements of a CF string language of statements; sim-
ilarly, branches contain Boolean expressions. Transformation rules may contain expressions
over those values, and may perform computations on them.

Finally, DIAPLAN has still to be implemented, using DIAGEN and DIAPLAN—what else?
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